
ABOUT US
DANMEDICS is present in the hospital for more than
20 years. Starting with the development of state-of-
the-art lighting technology, the portfolio has
constantly expanded over the years and today covers
large parts of the medical equipment needs in
combination with the expansion and furnishing of
many areas of hospitals, with a special focus on the
operating theater and intensive care area.

As a global company, our location in the immediate
vicinity of Frankfurt am Main International Airport is
of great value.

We would be pleased to welcome you soon in our
premises.



MODULAR OR & ROOM SOLUTION

Complete solutions for all areas:

− Wall coverings
− Ceiling panels & lights
− Doors for every application
− Installations for the medical sector
− Scrub room solutions
− Adjoining room solutions
− Medical devices

With our modular solution, individual room concepts
for operating theaters can be implemented quickly
and reliably.
We accompany you from planning to completion.



WALL COVERINGS
DANMEDICS® SteriPanel® is a universal cladding system
with which you can create both a space-saving pre-wall
installation and self-supporting complete mono block
walls.

It was specially designed for installation in operating
theatres. Therefore, the HPL surfaces are permanently
antibacterial and fixtures are integrated flush. Individual,
full-surface photo prints or all-glass elements provide
variety. Colour-matching seals and clean room silicone
ensure a seamless working environment, a closed
appearance and enable flawless, time-saving cleaning and
disinfection.

Of course, we also offer stainless steel room concepts.



CEILING & LIGHTING

A system that is flexible enough to take all eventualities
into account.
Ventilation ducts, medical gas supplies, electrical
installations and clean room ceilings can be integrated
into the ceiling. Our lights are precisely integrated into
the ceiling grid and offer the best possible working
conditions.

Options such as a cloudy sky also generate a feel-good
climate in the stressful everyday operating room with
little effort.



SPECIAL DOORS
Operating room doors are an essential part of the hygiene
concept in operating rooms and thus make an important
contribution to patient safety.

Our operating room doors are characterized by the use of
moisture-resistant materials in the entire structure of the
door leaf, by particularly robust and easy-to-clean
laminate surfaces with permanent antibacterial properties
and a flush integration of transparent windows.

This applies to classic operating room doors as well as to
hermetic doors.
The optimized depth of the floor profile in our
hermetically closing doors significantly reduces the risk of
foot injuries and collisions.



FLUSH WALL INSTALLATIONS
Our flush fittings enable perfect, time-saving
cleaning and disinfection and ensure a closed
appearance.

We offer you individual and integrated solutions
for all installations, which include:

− Control panel
− Monitors
− Nurse work station
− X-ray viewer
− Built-in wardrobes
− Pass through
− Gas connections sockets
− Electrical connections sockets



AUDIO & VIDEO MANAGEMENT

Many years of experience in the field of image and
sound transmission ensure smooth communication
between individual rooms and an uncomplicated
option for documentation.

Standards such as DICOM, PACS, HL7 and other
interfaces can be easily integrated.

Hardware and software, which are perfectly
coordinated with each other, facilitate the clinical
process with their intuitive interfaces.



SCRUB ROOM

Hygiene is elementary and of central importance in
the preparation and follow-up of an operation, the
care of the patient and the prevention of
contamination.
That is why we integrate all the necessary
elements right from the planning stage and focus
on your demands.



ADJACENT AREAS

Hospitals and medical facilities of all kinds require
smooth processes at all levels.

We therefore offer our solutions across departments
and thus complete all areas of staff and patients:
Anesthesia induction areas, operating theaters,
intensive care areas, patient rooms, and much more.

All rooms are planned according to individual customer
requirements and fully equipped by us!



MEDICAL DEVICES

Years of cooperation with leading medical technology
manufacturers enable us to coordinate devices and
equipment in a way that your ideas of a smooth
process can be implemented.

Service and after-sales support worldwide are
guaranteed by an extensive network.



GENERAL FACILITIES

We get involved in your project holistically and provide
solutions for furnishing issues at the same time.

From the reception counter, waiting areas, adjoining
accommodation, patient and staff rooms, canteen
kitchens and wall cladding to administration and chief
physician offices, we offer the solution from a single
source.



LABORATORY
In addition to the medical area, we are able to
support you in the laboratory area as well.

All laboratories are equipped with special, laboratory-
approved worktops and are resistant to all common
chemicals. The homogeneous work surface ensures a
permanently clean environment.

Regardless of whether the focus is on gas-water
installations such as osmosis taps and washbasins, or
specific devices such as extractor hoods, autoclaves,
tabletop centrifuges, thermostats, incubators, rotary
evaporators or the ergonomic layout for the electrical
connections, we would be happy to talk about your
desired solution.
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